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A Call To The Nation Responds (Song)
 
A call to the nation responds
 
Let's fly to the distant horizon and spread love to the sky that can absorb love
better than absorbed by humans
Let's sing our songs of love away in a place where other can understand it
Let's sail away from this world full of brutal and hatred
Let's build a homeland full of love away from wars and bloodshed.
 
The nation responds
 
We are tired of the sounds of explosions, to see a child cry in the open without a
mother or a father protected.
Tired of treason and treachery, of seeing tears and hearing screams made by
cruelty
 
The nation responds
 
Why?
Humankind extermination, ground violation, people exploitation, destroy is
addiction
Our beautiful nature buried under the rubbles, dead bodies hanging on the trees
instead of apples
 
Give us the right to build a homeland of understanding and respect the feelings
and senses,
No need for fences, no borders, let's live without identities
We need to sniff air free of smoke of bombs and weapons, the smell of
massacres
Our feet are tired of searching for a place of tranquility and full of love and
tolerance
 
 
The nation responds
 
We are tired of the sounds of explosions, to see a child cry in the open without a
mother or a father protected.
Tired of treason and treachery, of seeing tears and hearing screams made by
cruelty
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The nation responds
 
Why?
Humankind extermination, ground violation, people exploitation, destroy is
addiction
Our beautiful nature buried under the rubbles, dead bodies hanging on the trees
instead of apples
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Ask
 
Between the arms of night
In the eyes of the sky
Ask how many tears poured on my cheek
How much misery emerged from my heart?
How many nights I complained to my fate
O who I loved then left
Ask how many nights my eyes stayed searching for you
Tell the stars about the severity of desertion
Suffering from the oppression of my destiny
O who I loved then betrayed
I asked you what I did
You replied, it is our fate
But fate is nothing but an argument to which we attach your perfidy
&#1575;
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Can It Be?
 
Can the tears extinguish the flames of my heart?
Can the screams explode the volcano of my anger?
Can you feel what I exactly feel inside?
Can you make me calm down?
 
I think no one can do anything for me now
 
Earam Dio
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Find Another Part
 
Find another  part
 
If you want to love me
Do not say that you love me from your heart
Be logical in your speech or leave and part
How can people love from an artificial heart?
Your heart is just a part in your body chart
And it can be changed to an artificial part
Find another  part to love by, and then you will hit me with your smart dart
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Flora (Song)
 
Flowra
When I saw her at the river
Playing a song with her guitar
The sound was so wizard
Till it made feel pleasure
 
When I approached her Place
And I saw her lovely face
Love has begun I guess
But now I must not confess
 
Then I asked her about her name
She replied Flora is my name
But her face appeared her shame
And that shame made me more insane
 
Seen the innocence in her eyes
Feeling the warmth in her voice
Her talking with me like a wise
All that made my feeling got more rise
 
Then she asked me to quite
Picked a flower that was white
Kissed my check I felt fright
Suddenly she disappeared from the sight
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Goodbye (Poem)
 
Goodbye
 
Here we are again at the same place that witnessed our love
The place still the same have not changed
The same flowers, trees, chairs, and sky
Oh, the flowers seller, he is still at the same place too
Our names still written on this old tree, do not you see
Do you still remember this garden darlin, do you?
But, today at the same place, we will say our goodbye
Goodbye for hopes, goodbye for dreams, goodbye for love screams
Let me look at your eyes to see your missing love
Look at me and find my wounds, pain and the hiding words
Oh.  it is raining on our faces, is it the sky tears?
I can hear the thunderclap, is it crying for our love?
Fate commanded us to build our love here. and to destroy it here too
But is it the fate, or we just blame it, and hang our mistakes on it
Whatever, we came to say goodbye, for all the good memories
Is it the end of our love, or it is a begining for other lovers in this place
I confess that you are the best person that I ever seen
Say goodbye now and do not let the fate say it
Say goodbye before I leave this ground
Say goodbye before I meet The God
Say goodbye because the heaven is calling me
Goodbye.......
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Hell In My Heart (Song)
 
Hell in my heart
 
My Love!
 
I Did not know that the treachery is one of your recipes.
And playing my with feelings was your goal.
And now, you erect it.
 
I Did not know.
I Did not know. that beauty was concealed a terrible devil. 
And that those stylish clothes were concealed poisonous thorns.
 
I Did not know.
I Did not know that i was a victim who was hovered by a scary snake..
And that smile was out off  my foolishness
 
But, it is too late now....
Leave me baby..Leave me.
It is too late now.
 
You did not know how I suffered from after you
But it is too late.
Leave me baby.. leave me
 
Hell in my heart
Hell in my heart when I close my eyes and see you but, in fact you have gone
 
Hell in my heart
Hell in my heart when I go to places where we used to visit together and I find
that i am Alone..
Alone.
 
Hell in my heart,
everywhere is tracking me
Hell in my heart
 
I could not believe that you were between the arms of another man
I could not believe that you could forget me and forgot that love that grew with
us since we were kids
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Hell... tracking me
O Lord, please help me
 
Do not cry baby now
Do not cry
It is too late
Do not cry and let me continue.
Do not cry baby
 
The loneliness was hard for me and it killed all the memories remained and here i
am without them today.
 
Tears filled my room until flowers grew on its soil, set beside me, bleak and sad.
 
I was in need to any arms to embrace me,
A chest to cry on it, but i could found no one just my pillow, and her it is, torn.
Now leave me alone baby with my flowers
 
Earam Dio
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Here I Am (Poem)
 
In front of a woman that characterized the beauty, femininity and severity
Beautiful eyes, graceful stature and blond hair
A woman surrounded her heart by fencing of dignity
A woman that if you talk to her you feel that you're in a spiral
Spiral of prettiness and thoughts of experts
One day she loved a man but, love did not endure
A man that was driving a nicest ship but he was not a captain
A man that got all the universe with her and by his greediness he betrayed
She found out the treason, love became wreckage
Front of her i am with bounded hands, calm tongue and do not find words
I do not know if i am a man or still a boy
But i know she is a woman that i was looking for since many days
And she will know I am a man that she was looking for since many years
A man whom preserves her love and characterized the magnanimity
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Hopeless Case
 
Year by year I get more fear
Month by month I am in brunt
Week by week I am so weak
Day by day I lose my way
Hour by hour I lose my power
Second by second I am near my black end
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Humanity (Poem)
 
Humanity
 
has the humanity  gone
Or every one became looking for his own
And does not looking for what is going on
Tell me tell where it is now and I will run
Cause I know in it is land will be the fun
And I will feel and see the real sun
Now tell me please where it is my son
To help it before to be something and done
We lived with the humanity with everyone
We were use our hearts and now they use the gun
Running after the needs and forgot the human
We knew the evil and how to shun
And now they use the evil with anyone
The humanity is in a place, waiting alone
But none thinks to go there.. None
So let us find this place together my son
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Love Is.....
 
Love is….
The smile that sets on your lips
The hope that shines in your soul
Illuminating lamp for your routes
The key for the real pretty nature
The safe ship that drops to any port
Love is to feel the warm in the cold
Love is that you feel addicted
to meet your beloved
Love is the allowed addiction
Reading the other person's
heart speech by your eyes
A sense of belonging to a body
not to home or any nation
Love is...
Sufficiency in all respects
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Made By A Reason
 
Made by a reason.
 
Do not blame my heartless and cruelty
Blame the killer of the heart was giving generously
Don’t blame a heart that was bleeding and found no mercy
Try to find my history; maybe I was crashed by destiny
Find why my sadness and pains became a dictionary
For those who are in suffering from life and tragedy
So, don’t blame me and find my reality
 
Earam Dio
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Missing Love (Song)
 
Where is my darlin? ? ?
Where is my lover? ? ?
 
The one that i indeed loved by all of my heart
And today she is not even ask about me
 
Where is my dariln
Where is the one that I called her my life
And today she left me alone
 
Where is the one that promised me to give all of her love
The one that promised me that she will never abandon me
 
Where is she today
Where is she today
 
Where is my darlin that I wished to be mine since a long time
The one that i was patienced to have her near by me
 
Where is she today
Where is she today
 
Where is the one that I loved her and gave her all the sincerity
And i have not think to love any one but her
Where is the one that i drew her picture in my heart
 
Where is she today
Where is she today
 
She is away cuz I gave her all the love
She is away cuz I showed my love
 
And now
Tell me where she is
Where is she is staying
Where is she today
 
I need nothing from this life just a true love
And a sincere and pure lover
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Knows how to love and how to appreciate it
 
Earam Dio
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My Way To Your Kindom
 
My way to your kindom...,
 
I took a train ticket to your kingdom
They said it is so dangerous to go to that kingdom
And full of risks and thorns
I did not care for what they said
Went without hesitation
Without fear
I was carring a white rose In my hands that grew up with me since I saw you
The trip has started; inside of me is only eagerness to see you
To confess the love I am hiding for you
I do not care if you repulse me or to make me feel blue
The road was full of victims of men loved you before me
My insistence turned to the stubbornness
A lot of hearts were seen scattered your photo was engraved on them
I met a lot of rivers that have dried up by the thirst of travelers
But I did not care and I kept on my way to the end of the journey
I closed my eyes to see just your image font of me
Suddenly, the train has stopped, the driver escaped and the silence is all what I
hear
I found you standing up at the top of the castle, waiting for the coming of the
next victim
I climbed the stairs with no fear only love and eagerness
Finally, I am front of you, I looked to your eyes deeply, missed all the words I
wanted to say.
You kept silence with a sharp looks 
Through this silence that filled of questions
We said at the same time. I was waiting for a much for your coming, my love
Hugged each other eagerly
She asked me why you are late
I replied I was waiting for the day and fate to gather us and we will never apart
forever
I would love you forever and would give all of me for you
The we hugged each other while the silence surrounding us
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Mysterious Path
 
Walking the path full of thorns and unknown judgment
Wounds are bleeding my fears at every moment;
To give more strength, persistent and challenge
Carrying my hope inside me to reach my way
My will is my gun, the eyes of God is the protection
I don’t care for bad results, attempt honor enough for me
Facing difficulties make me feel happy and glory
Despite I know that my outcome is ruling by obscure destiny
But also I know that every risk will give me more wisdom
I kept on walking to get the end maybe it can be fine
Hearing my soul calling me, Hark! Hark! We will kill the dark
The sun will be able to shine on this gloomy skyline
And by our will, we will reach our way and we can break the stark
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Our Love (Poem)
 
Our love;
Is a myth that has not started yet and will not end
Is a world that has not known yet and will not be known
Is a ship which discovers all the amazing places?
The paradise that full of lovers without masks on faces
 
I said Ok to love;
When I found you as a pearl in a deep sea
Holding in your hand my heart's key
I did not realize that love would be wonderful like this
I did not think that I would be a hero for a good love story
 
People say that love is agony
But our love is something unique
They say that it is monitoring and tears
But with you it is joy without fears
 
With our love;
We could hug the sea by our arms
We could touch the moon by one hand
We could count the stars and the sand
We could fly away with our love wings
 
My darling
Are we dreaming or we are really living this story
Hold me, kiss me, and do not stop till I realize
Speak more and let me dance on your melodic speech
Dance with me till the end. Let me feel you more baby
 
Say I love you, because I miss this word every moment
Say I love you, to excite all of my feelings
Say I love you until I feel my being with you more and more
Say I love you; this is the thing that I am living for
 
You came from a time of fantasy love to a time when the disappearance of love.
You came to give life again to me, to make life beautiful and fantasy.
You have drawn the smile again on my lips, and taught me all the love steps.
You made me love the love and fly away by it like a dove.
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So, let us teach our love to people whom have not known love
 
Earam Dio
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Price For Nothing (Song)
 
Price For Nothing
This life condemned me to live dejected
See all the humans happy and live tortured
Scourged, wounded and no one helped
Pleading for this life to stop, I have crumpled
 
Crying in a loud voice but, none there to has the sound
This life and its days pound but, the reason I have not found
All that made me like a crazy around
That is enough, I do not want to live on this ground
 
I don’t know why this price I have to pay
I can not do anything just obey
Please stop this crushing, I can not say
But I am always waiting for a good day
 
Live like a crazy from the sorrow
Do not hope to live to see tomorrow
Pains and death always follow
In this life I will live always solo
 
There is no one who will to stay in this hell
Lets the days and fate kill
And bears all this agonies fell
This is why I am here alone, waiting for the death bell to bell
 
If someone asked me to buy this life, will I sell
 
Earam Dio
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Sadness
 
I daily live with the sadness
But I did not know how to be a friend of his to mercy me
I tried to complain my sorrows to it, but it did not understand me
I asked  it to leave me, but it does not decrease like the sea
I cried a lot front of it but it did care about me
 
It is very conceited and heartless thing: -(
 
Earam Dio
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She Is Evil (Song)
 
She is evil
 
By shrewd looks she sees
Her canines are waiting for you
The claws are missing to treat
Approach her and you will view
 
Want to take all what you harvested
So be clever with her
She is disloyal and as the snakes, twisted
 
She is evil. She is evil
 
At the silent of the midnight
I see her lurking after someone
Trying to get the time to fight
Cause the killing is one of her funs
 
So don’t be one of her victims
And try to defeat her anyway
You have to know that we are her aims
And for living here must pay
 
Beware she is evil.. she is weevil
Obeys the lord of devil
Yeah
 
Earam Dio
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Silent Love (Song)
 
Silent Love
 
When our eyes meet together
To confess that something inside us
Make our feelings dance madly
And we are not able wetness
 
When we always think to each other of us
And our pictures invade our dreams
And when I see you I feel happiness
My heart for your name calls and screams
 
Baby I think it is a silent love
It is a silent love
 
My heart wants to confess
Screaming out from this love
Want to tell you but afraid to repulse
But it is a silent love and dove
 
Baby we know it’s a silent love
It is a silent love
 
You can see it in my eyes
You can feel it with your heart
It is inside you and me but need to rise
Baby let this love be out and let us start
 
It is a silent love
It is a silent love
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Suffered (Poem)
 
I have suffered from my pain
Always weeping, tears like rain
I did not lear from my sin
My relation always get black end
 
I have suffered from my anger
Need to be alone in my shelter
Sad like a flower in a summer
Escaping from the humans like a murderer
 
I have suffered from my sadness
I am the man who never tried the happiness
Flees away from the agony moments that endless
Covers by untruth clothes of the indifference
 
I have suffered from what i am hiding inside
Fears from what i will get at the night
Fight all the humans but, why the fight
Where are the humans and the all have died
 
Earam Dio
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Tell Me How
 
Tell me how
 
I asked the painters to sketch you
But brushes rejected to oppress your pretty
Asked the poets to describe you
Pens bowed to your characteristics
Asked a bird to send my words
But it could not fly high enough
So tell me how to cross the walls to reach you
After the failure of the brush, the pen and the bird
 
Earam Dio
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The Hallucination Sea (Song)
 
The Hallucination Sea
 
Oh
Like the thunder in a midnight
Hearing a stranger voices in mind
Screaming inside like I am dying
Storms beating but I can not do crying
 
Walking swing as I am on a ball
Do not know when I will fall
Running but I don’t see the way
Talking but I don’t know what I say
 
Ooh God please help me
 
Untruth views are all what I see
Got into the absurd sea
Feel someone lurking behind
Turn back but there is none I find
 
Ooh God please be with me
 
When I look at the mirror
I see some one brings the terror
With frighten eyes and pale face
Go to sleep but the nightmares chase
 
Oh
I were sinking into the hallucination sea
Yes Hallucination Sea
And that is me
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The Nature For Me
 
Have you ever heard the songs of birds?
Have you ever seen the moon hugged the sea?
Have you ever danced on a rainy day?
Have you ever heard the beach whisperings?
 
The trees branches dancing on the songs of birds
The moon is waiting for the moment of meeting its lover
The rain comes to wash your pains and the suffering days
The beach tells the stories of the lovers that it witnessed
 
This is what I saw in your eyes Oh my love. The nature
 
Earam Dio
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The Only Way To The Peaceful World
 
How many time have you looked in you, to see what is that thing that conflicting
inside?
 
How much time have you asked about that thing that wants to exit from your
inner world and doesn't want to be in hide?
 
Wants to show itself to your world that is full of troubles, wars and times of
fright?
 
Haven't you asked if that thing is the key of a world of goodness that lives
without hatred and fight?
 
The peace key is inside us from birth as a bright glint we just can't see or we are
already blind
 
It seems like it is the innocence, purity, love, safety, tranquility all the of the fine
meanings, it's the right
 
A kingdom of beauty spiritual moving through your soul and body, so bright
 
So give it a chance to show you the way to that goodness and it will be your
sincere guide
 
Open your eyes and you will realize that it is one of your histories, living with you
day and night
 
The time is over to ignore it; it's your only way to live in peace, you just need to
call you inner-child character and don’t let it be denied
 
We can imagine how the world would be if we all live by this character that
always pure and bright
 
It's your and my real characters but without any bad covers and distortions, it’s
the way to live in pride
 
You already had the only peace key now, so will you start to open the doors and
will you give me your hand to illuminate the light?
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Valentine's Day Is Knocking On Lover's Doors
 
We are all eagerly awaiting for this day of the year to year
And all of us are carrying the most beautiful words and senses
Expecting to meet his/her loved to surprise him/her with the gift and words
Orchards will be full of the lovers and the red color will illuminate our world 
The warmth of the embraces will warm our bitter cold 
The dancers will be the hearts not the bodies, eyes will be in hold
How nice to see love fill the world, to read the real emotions that want to be told
How nice to carry the gift that been taken from your beloved
This day is a refresh for our hearts and souls to be clean like the gold
This day is for all people, babies, children, young and even for the old
 
Valentine's Day is knocking lover's doors
Came to put the light on you souls
Open your door and don’t hide your feelings any more
 
 
Happy Valentine's Day the prettiest girl for me
My heart is carrying words that can fill the sea
Love grows for you every year and every day
This day is for you to harvest what I have been hold
In my heart, in soul but all of them were for you
 
I love you
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